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STAGE #01
SEWN HEART: A USER’S MANUAL

STAGE #02 STAGE #03

Transportation: Widening the eye
We take advantage of  a urban void on 
the limit of  the project site and  connect 
the main train station with a new stop. 
That way, we suggest the design of  a new 
entrance for “Raufoss Sewn Heart”. We 
also provide bus stops that could connect 
Raufoss Industrial Park and the shopping 
mall with the main station, the library and 
other significant landmarks in Raufoss.

Connecting the existing: Urban acupunture
¿How to deal with the new train station, the fence, the existing 
library, the shopping mall and the rest of  the buildings by the 
riverside? We propose to use the building no. 5 [LIB-HUB] as 
a public HUB but also a gateway to the Industrial Park. The 
fence would have no physical presence, but would be delimited 
by the buildings of  the riverside themselves. We also suggest 
to connect the new station with the mentioned gateway by 
providing a public crosswalk  that would pass through a void in 
the Shopping Mall and the new TIC-HUB.

Re-scaling the heart: Bringing the grid inside
The Project Site lacks of  a sense of  urbanity. Once you cross 
Storgata, the scale of  the Shopping Mall and the amount of  
parking generates a vast contrast within the rest of  the city. 
In some sense, the paths that dominate the Project Site are 
more similar to the industrial area than those residential areas 
that dominate the landscape. We find value in the domestic 
scale of  the grid of  those residential areas and therefore we 
try to bring it inside the Project Site.

Density and complexity: Hubs as atractors
There is a lack of  social meeting places in downtown 
Raufoss. Visitors and part-time workers in the industrial 
park tend to seek out to nearby cities for restaurants and 
hotels. The proposal tries to compensate for this lack of  
spaces proposing a new economic model that relies on a 
new urban model with more inclusive social fabric and not 
strictly linked to a typical innovation district, but instead 
combining it with housing density (30-40 dw/ha) that 
could promote collective management of  those spaces.

Jumping out the “fence”: A city perspective
The transformations mapped out for the site.
SEWN HEART establishes valid knowledges that could be 
implemented not only inside but also outside the project site. 
The strategies applied in SEWN HEART could be exported 
to the study area.
Through the learning of  the urban voids in the city together 
with the nearby places of  interest we find a reference to 
develop our proposal in the most immediate context.
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Maximum growth

?

The industry should have a major role in the 
transformation of  Raufoss!

At last! we have a home adapted to our needs
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Student’s and worker’s studios should be near the 
industrial park and the TIC-HUB

In less than twenty years the population of  the city of  Raufoss has grown by more 
than 25%. It is expected that the annual population increase may even be amplified 
in the next two decades - something that contrasts with other peripheral cities in 
southern Europe whose process of  decline seems unavoidable. We believe that 
this process is the conclusion of  the effort made by the different workers of  local 
industries, businesses and facilities, and also by a large number of  courageous policies 
that have been carried out both at the municipal and national levels in pursuit of  
sustainability, housing flexibility and, ultimately, social cohesion. All of  them have 
enabled Raufoss to be their home and,  greater and greater, that of  more people. 
 
Therefore, we believe that the architecture resulting from this participatory process 
should not be closed on the delimited environment of  the project, but should always be 
understood from a relational situation with an outside that has enabled its transformation. 
Europan 15 is a crucial opportunity for the materialization of  a vibrant urban heart 
in Raufoss, whose arteries help to connect clearly differentiated urban environments. 
 
Far from being a closed and conclusive urban planning, Sewn Heart advocates the 
search for opportunities for the inclusion of  all these agents in the transformation 
of  the city.
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Nowadays, the city center is made-up by different 
urban layers or island which show up differenciated 
and disconnected. This dycotomies are shown not 
only through their typologies but also through the 
landscape itself.

CITY STRUCTURE: Reading from the landscape structure of  Raufoss, thus respecting its territorial integrity.
BREAKING BORDERS: The actual industry-city disconnection must disappear. We propose to turn the borders into opportunities 
and incorporate industrial culture into the SEWN HEART.
CULTURAL HERITAGE: A complementary and reciprocal action between SEWN HEART and the structure of  institutions of  
Raufoss.

The new heart of  Raufoss should enhance the coexistence 
of  the different identities that conform the city today. We 
believe that it would be crucial in order to conclude with 
a vibrant center that all of  those layers find themselves 
represented in the incoming transformation processes.

LET’S TAKE THIS DISCUSSION TO ITS LIMIT!
 
Could we start discussing how to implement new facilities in a context 
where population is expected not to fit in the project site due to an 
increase in few years ?

Our main objective is to propose a new 
model of  society linked to a new urban and 
economic model that helps us understand 
the city in a different way. Thereby, we are 
looking for social cohesion which does not 
exist in raufoss nowadays. This new social is 
essential in order to provide integration and 
social mixture: families, couples, workers and 
students should not adapt to the existing 
urbanism but, on the other way, urbanism 
should adapt to their especific situations.

When Sandwich urbanism is implemented, 
a single building could contain apartments 
from 25 to 110m². Therefore, we generate a 
spectrum of  typologies so diverse kinds of  
people —from kids to the elderly— can  not 
only find their ideal house, but  interaction 
between them is enhanced, promoting crucial 
social cohesion for the site.

The same spectrum applied to dwelling 
is  present when we approach leisure, 
work, cultural activities and sport. This 
cohesion could not be understood without 
implementing this services whithin a walking 
distance. The project proposes a series of  
versatile architectural element that could 
be configured and used in several ways, 
depending on the necessity and requirements 
of  the users.
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Well-tempered Environment.
We make use of  the greenhouse as usual architectural 
strategy in the Nordic countries to build “in-between” 
or “threshold” spaces. In this case, by a slight 
modification of  scale and configuration, we use this 
construction to climatically enable not only external 
situations on the ground floor (and in-between 
buildings) but also other situations of  spaces, for 
example). Likewise, the greenhouse will allow an 
urban garden on the “food court” roof  which can 
be managed by the restaurants themselves, as well as 
other uncertain uses on the blocks rooftops.

Indoor Surface.
This surface is conceived as a continuous surface on the 
ground floor that connects both indoors with blocks and 
is entirely fully equipped: network access and power points, 
heating, movable partitions systems, light furniture, etc. It 
creates a hyper-connected space, communicated visually, 
but also with suficient areas of  privacy and independence 
so that everyday or typical situations as well as other 
more unpredictable, indeterminate or disparate take place 
simultaneously. The surface is, therefore, a great 2D 
infrastructure that enables and activates the creativity open 
to the imagination of  its users.

Urban domesticity - Mixed used
The proposal combines two different elements:
- A matrix of  varied tipologies of  apartments, combined and 
assembled together.
- A combination of  public spaces plugged into a core of  
communications and facilities. The blocks are the result of  
adding a public core into a dense mass of  apartments. That 
public core acts as urban spine that gathers three systems: 
the circulation, the facilities and the urban spaces.

Housing - Social cohesion
These buildings serve as elements for intensifying and 
diversifying the public activity. Its main objective is to 
introduce a housing density equivalent to 35 dwellings per 
hectare. This new situation of  permanent density of  people 
enables all the dynamics discussed so far. The coexistence 
of  leisure, housing, employment and innovation spaces in 
the same place is a non-negotiable issue for the practice of  
contemporary urbanism, we need to mix uses and generate 
compactness.

Green Areas.
We believe that a sustainable city nowadays cannot be 
understood without a certain sense of  compactness in 
which production and living spaces can coexist. Some of  the 
building rooftops in the site allow rethink this relationship 
as they may be used as greenhouses where interdisciplinary 
knowledge from the industrial park may be implemented in 
the site.
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Public transport. Bus & train Pedestrian pathways & traffic roads Bridges. New meeting points Tic-HUB as a innovation palace Old parking strategy Well-tempered environment New fence & gates. Hotel + no. 5 Vindmølletårn. Landmark

                     2Industrial Park

¿New HUB?                     0

Residencial Area                     2                     2

                     2

VINDMØLLETÅRN
As Norway is currently looking forward a post-oil era, we believe 
that the knowledge gathered in the industrial park could be 
implemented not only in the site but also in the city through 
the settling of  windmills that  function as energy collectors but 
also as urban landmarks when associated to an especific facility.  
 
We understand these Vindmølletårns as a symbolic representation, a way 
to generate citizenship awareness about energy waste and a celebration 
of  the productive energetic changes that allow us to imagine a new and 
cohesive future.
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PANORAMIC VIEW OVER THE RIVER
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